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MultiTrans 7 Hotfix 7.0. 21243.2 – 7.0.21322.1
Program Updates
1. (69117) The custom invoice template service can save the PDF invoice to a UNC path.
2. (68965) The correct address is added to custom invoices when multiple customers use the same
address name.
3. (69730) Project Managers can search for providers using OR combined with multiple rates.
4. (69809) Project Managers can search for providers using the State/Province filter.
5. (69825) Project Managers can search for providers by Provider affiliation.
6. (69288) Additional input validation has been added to prevent a potential SQL injection in the
Provider Search module.
7. (69292, 69293, 69294) Additional security validation has been added to some components to
prevent potential authorization bypass.
8. (69296) Additional validation has been added to prevent potential Cross-Site Request Forgery
(CSRF).
9. (69298) A potential parameter manipulation leading to unauthorized access to an area of the
Flow application has been blocked.
10. (69299, 69378, 69379, 69381) Additional encoding has been added to prevent possible Stored
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities.
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About RWS
RWS Holdings plc is the world’s leading provider of technology-enabled language, content management and intellectual property services.
We help our customers to connect with and bring new ideas to people globally by communicating business critical content at scale and
enabling the protection and realization of their innovations.
Our vision is to help organizations interact effectively with people anywhere in the world by solving their language, content and market
access challenges through our collective global intelligence, deep expertise and smart technology.
Customers include 90 of the globe’s top 100 brands, the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and approximately half of the top 20 patent filers
worldwide. Our client base spans Europe, Asia Pacific, and North and South America across the technology, pharmaceutical, medical, legal,
chemical, automotive, government and telecommunications sectors, which we serve from offices across five continents.
Founded in 1958, RWS is headquartered in the UK and publicly listed on AIM, the London Stock Exchange regulated market (RWS.L).
For further information, please visit: www.rws.com
© All Rights Reserved. Information contained herein is deemed confidential and the proprietary information of RWS Group*.
*RWS Group shall mean RWS Holdings PLC for and on behalf of its affiliates and subsidiaries.
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